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ABSTRACT
We modified a commercial Android TV app to use NetInf ICN
transport. It was straightforward to adapt the standard HTTP Live
Streaming to NetInf naming and network service. We demonstrate
that NetInf’s in-network caching and request aggregation result in
efficient live TV distribution.
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C.2.1 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network Archi-
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1. INTRODUCTION
Information-centric networking (ICN) [1] is an approach for de-

signing the network of the future based on named data objects
(NDOs) as the main abstraction. Clients request NDOs by name
and publishers make NDOs available. The location of an NDO is
secondary – any node holding a copy can satisfy a request for it, en-
abling ubiquitous in-network caching as part of the normal network
service. The ICN approach was largely motivated by large scale
media distribution which is dominating the Internet traffic volume,
both playback of stored content and broadcast of live content.

We demonstrate live video streaming with NetInf ICN trans-
port [2, 5] to a modified commercial TV app on Android devices.
The standard HTTP Live Streaming (HLS) [6] format was adapted
to the NetInf network service. The adaptation was straightforward,
but required extending the NetInf implementation with support for
dynamic data. The demo shows that NetInf’s in-network caching
and request aggregation provide efficient multicast distribution to
many clients, off-loading the server and reducing network load.
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ni://example.com/sha-256;wFNeS-K3n_2T
KRMFQ2v4iTFOSj-uwF7P_Lt98xrZ5Ro

Figure 1: Example ‘ni’ name for the named data object “Hello
world!”.
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Figure 2: Live HLS video mapping to NetInf transport.

2. THE NETINF PROTOCOL
Network of Information (NetInf) [2] is an ICN architecture mainly

developed in the SAIL EU FP7 project [4]. The project designed
the ‘ni’ naming scheme for NetInf which has become IETF RFC
6920 [3]. The URI-encoded ‘ni’ names contain the content hash,
or message digest, of the NDO, as shown in Figure 1. Name-data
integrity, that is, verification of that the NDO received is the NDO
requested, a crucial function of any information-centric network, is
directly provided by the content hash.

The NetInf protocol has three major functions: GET, PUBLISH
and SEARCH. Clients request NDOs by sending GET messages which
are forwarded hop-by-hop by NetInf routers towards publishers.
Any intermediate node that has a requested NDO, ultimately the
publisher, responds with the corresponding GET-RESP message sup-
plying the NDO. PUBLISH is used to make NDOs available, and
SEARCH can be used to find out what NDOs are available. NetInf
also has a name resolution-based model, complementing the hop-
by-hop forwarding, which is not used in this demo.

3. MAPPING HLS TO NETINF
Figure 2 illustrates the three kinds of files defined by HTTP Live

Streaming (HLS) and how they are mapped to NetInf. A master
index file (left in the figure) lists the available video encodings,
including information on bit rates. The content of the master index
file is static and can therefore be named with standard hash-based
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Figure 3: Setup of NetInf live streaming demo.

‘ni’ names. The content of the file, however, has to be modified for
NetInf transport by listing the ‘ni’ names of the encoding-specific
segment index files (middle in the figure).

When a new video segment (right in the figure) has finished
recording for the live stream, the segment index files must be up-
dated. The three most current video segments are typically listed.
We have chosen to define a new name type for NDOs with dynamic
content to handle this, since ‘ni’ names based on content hashes do
not support dynamic data. The alternative would be to create new
names for the segment index files after each update, but that in turn
requires that the master index file has to be modified, resulting in
other problems. The new name type has to use publisher signatures
in order to provide name-data integrity. This is however not yet
implemented in the demo. Similar to the master index file, the con-
tent of the segment index files are changed to list the video segment
files by their ‘ni’ names.

The segment index file regularly has to be re-requested by the
clients so that the clients learn the names of new video segment
files. These video segment files do not change after they are recorded,
and therefore regular hash-based ‘ni’ names work well. When a
client learns the name of a new video segment file, it requests and
plays back that segment.

Finally, we have turned off in-network caching for the segment
index files. Otherwise the clients would never get the updates and
learn the names of new video segments. It would, however, be
beneficial with time-limited caching so that the distribution of these
files to many clients becomes more scalable.

4. THE DEMO SETUP
Figure 3 illustrates the setup of the demo. There are two possible

sources for the video: the public servers for the live and stored TV
content of the Swedish TV4 channel, and our own video camera.
The ‘NetInf server’ in the figure publishes either of these video
streams in real time in the NetInf system.

A set of Android clients are illustrated at the right hand side of
the figure. These run a modified version of the TV4 app that can use
the NetInf network service for retrieving the HLS-encoded video
streams. There is a NetInf router in between that cache NDOs,
except the segment index files. The router implements aggrega-
tion of requests, which means that simultaneous requests for the
same NDO from multiple clients, which is likely to happen for live
streaming, result in a single request being sent upstreams to the
server.

The clients and the router forward GET requests towards the server
with default next-hop forwarding. There is a clear need for a more
advanced scheme in larger setups.

An Android NetInf implementation from Ericsson is run on the
clients, and the open source NetInf Python implementation devel-

oped as part of the SAIL EU project1 is run on the server and router
with Ubuntu Linux. The NetInf Python implementation has been
extended with request aggregation and simple names for dynamic
NDOs.

5. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
We have adapted a commercial HTTP Live Streaming system to

use NetInf ICN transport. The implemented system demonstrator
shows the feasibility and performance of live video streaming to
several clients. The caching and request aggregation of the NetInf
transport result in efficient multicast to many clients. The caching
removes the need for synchronisation between the clients, in con-
trast to the synchronous nature of IP multicast.

It was straightforward to adapt HTTP Live Streaming to use Net-
Inf ICN transport. A naming scheme for the dynamic segment in-
dex files had to be designed and implemented for the demo.
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1See http://www.netinf.org, and
http://sourceforge.net/projects/netinf/.
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